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1.0 INTRODUCTION TO MAPSYS
MASS_ PROPERTIES AUTOMATED_ SYSTEM
MAPSYS is a set of programs developed for use on the
JSC Univac 1100 series computers and designed to automate
 the collection and processing of data into the mass
properties section of the shuttle operational data book.
The primary program of this set is MPES which uses data
processed by other programs in MAPSYS. 	 This data as well as
manually derived data is used to generate a set of output
reports which describe the mass properties of the shuttle f
system.	 MPES also maintains data bases which are used to
model mass properties of.parts of the shut*1e system.
Data tapes containing detailed mass properties for
shuttle subsystems from three subcontractors will be
processed on a regular basis.	 Tape pre-processors will
'.
reformat this data to a standard format and output the new
format to other tapes for use by the tape compare program
CMPARE.
	
There are 3 basic capabilities built in this CMPARE
a.
program.	 Its main purpose is to generate reports s1kowing
the differences between two standard formatted tapes from
the same subcontractor.	 This will automate the tracking of
changes between one data tape and another generated at
different times.	 CMPARE also calculates mass properties
totals and subtotals for the various subsystems.	 These
^- totals and subtotals will be used as card input data to MPES
for these subsystems.	 The user may wish to changedata on
T one of these tapes to reflect changes or to group subsystems
k differently.
	
Thus, CMPARE has an edit feature which will
create a now standard format tape reflecting these changes.
1- 1 ,
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The mass properties of some fluids in the shuttle
system are modeled in MPES by polynominal equations which
give the values as a function of the weight of the fluid.
The coefficients for these equations are calculated by a
curve fit program. The input to this program may be manual
-,^	 or it may be calculated automatically by the program ONEGSM
Which models tank mass properties. ONEGSM calculates slosh
x,..	 :inertias for these tanks and has descriptive data about the
tanks as input as well as a criteria for point selection for
feeding the curve fit program. ONEGSM also has the
capability to translate and rotate a tank into a different
coordinate system.
n
A tape from the SLANTS system describing loose
equipment for various shuttle missions Will be periodically
processed by the program UPTEL. 	 This program will also
maintain a location data base as directed by card input. 	 It
f	 _	 will use these data to calculate the total loose equipment
mass properties for given missions and events and output
i
this to a tape for input to MPES. 	 UPTEL also generates
reports of these mass properties and listings of the data j
base.	 Changes in the data may be made with an edit feature.
Other input to MPES is made manually according to the
information received from othe r sources.	 The utility
r	 program MPSUM Will do some mass properties calculation forp,
^.	 adding the properties of a number of items together and for
translating and rotati ng these items to a desired coordinate^ 	 9	 g
system.	 This program will be available on a DEMAND remote
terminal.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
-
TO
-
TAPE
-
PROCESSING PROGRAMS
The tape compare program (CMPARE) will process mass_
property detail data from magnetic tapes maintained by the
various prime contractors after first being preprocessed to
	
.L	 conform to a standard tape record format used by this
program.
CMPARE will be a batch program, utilizing a magnetic
tape data, base, to list, compare, and/or edit mass property
detail data records. The sums of mass properties will also
be calculated and output to the printer. The CMPARE program
and preprocessor will operate on the UNIVAC 1100 system.
2.1 CMPARE SYSTEM CAPABILITIES AND DATA STRUCTURE
The CMPARE program will operate under any of the
	
,.	 control options listed below.
i
• List the contents of a data tape.
• Compare two data tapes from the same contractor and
print their differences and class Properties.
• Edit a data tape by card updates.
• Any combination of the above.
	
_.	 The listing of the contents of any',standard formatted
data tape can be accomplished byplacing a PRINT control
card with the device code into the input data deck. The
device code will indicate the device assigned to the tape by
the control cards.
2-1
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Two data tapes can be compared and the resulting
differences output on,the printer by inserting a COMPARE
control card into the input data deck. This card requires
two operational parameters. The first parameter being the
device code for the CURRENT mass property data tape which
will be compared to the MASTER mass property data tape
specified by the second parameter device code. Also, the
mass property sums of the CURRENT data tape are printed.
Data records are structured by function codes and then
drawing numbers. Thotefore, all preprocessed data tapes
will be sorted with function codes and drawing numbers in
ascending order., These two fields (detail ID) will uniquely
identify each detail record. similarly, the edit input
cards must also be sorted in ascending order by function
code then drawing number.
A data tape can be edited by first inserting an EDIT
control card followed by the delete, add, and/or change
ti	 cards. In this case, an output device code is also
required. The card formats for deletions, additions, and
changes are outlined later in this document.
The use of program control cards makes it possible to
do any combination of pr,)cessing with relative ease. For
example, a tape could be updated, compared to MASTER, and
then listed. Also, a tape could be listed, updated,
compared to MASTER, and then updated again. It is possible
to edit a tape with no updates being made, then compare the
two units to obtain mass property sums with no differences
printed.
2-2
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The procedure necessary to list a data tape requires
only one program control card.. The list function is
performed by first reading the selected tapes identification
label and printing that information on the printer. Next,
each data record is read and output to the printer until an
end of file is encountered. Any tape or disk file in the
standard. data format can be listed.
Figure 2.1 gives detailed tape compare program control
card formats.
k
1
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PRINT CARD FORMAT
Column Format Data
1-5 A5 'PRINT'	 - INDICATES PRINT TAPE
6 ix Blank
I 7 Al DEVICE CODE
COMPARE CARD FORMAT
Column Format Data
1-7 A7 'COMPARE'	 - 'INDICATES COMPARE TAPES
_ a ix Blank
9 Al DEVICE CODE FOR CURRENT TAPE
10 Al t,'	 - DEVICE CODE SEPARATOR
a
11 Al DEVICE CODE FOR MASTER TAPE i
EDIT CARD FORMAT
Column. Format Data
1-4 A4 'EDIT'	 - INDICATES EDIT CURRENT TAPE
5 1X Blank
6 Al DEVICE CODE FOR CURRENT TAPE
7 Al ','	 - DEVICE CODE SEPARATOR
8 Ali DEVICE CODE FOR NEW MASTER TAPE
SOURCE CARD FORMAT
Column Format Data
1-6 A6 'SOURCE' - INDICATES SOURCE OF VENDOR TAPE
This must be the first card of the
data deck.
7 1X Blank
8-9 A2 VENDOR CODE, MM, RI, MC
v w Figure 2.1	 Tape Compare Foraats
t
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The procedure necessary to compare two data tapes also
requires one program control card. However, a ' "SOURC.E" card
must be read before a "COMPARE" card. The compare function
is performed by reading data records from both tapes. The
CURRENT data tape record is compared to the MASTER data tape
M .	 record. Differences between the tapes are printed as well
as the mass properties subtotals of the CURRENT tape.
r
The procedure necessary to edit a data tape requires
one program control card followed by,the data change cards.
the format for these cards are shown in figure 2.2. To
delete a single record from a data tape it is necessary to
specify on a	 single delete card the function code andy
drawing number to he deleted. As previously mentioned the
edit input carols must be sorted in ascending order by
function code then drawing number. All edits other than
deletes require two data change cards.
It is possible to delete all drawing numbers pertaining
to a particular function code by leaving the drawing number
field blank on the delete card. It is also possible to
delete all records pertaining to a particular function code
level and all levels below that level by placing blanks in
the function code levels to be deleted onthe delete card.
The addition of data records is accomplished by
specifying the function code and drawing number plus all the
detail items to be included on the add cards. If the
specified function code is larger than any found on the data
tape the record will be included at the end of new MASTER
data tape.
a	 y
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DATA CHANGE CARD FORMATS
CARD NO 1
Co_urria Fo;mat Data
1 Al ADD,	 DELETE,	 OR CHANGE CODB='A',
I D t ,	Oct
TM^.
	
2-13 Al2 FUNCTION CODE
14-18 A25 ASSEMBLY DRAWING NUMBER
.,.
	
39 -62 A24 ABBREVIATED DESCRIPTION
63-79 17X Blank
80 I1 3	 CARL)	 NUMBER= il l "
CARD NO 2
Column Format Data
1-7 F7.1 WEIGHT
8- 14 F 7'. 1 X.- CENTER OF GRAVITY COORDINATE
15-21 F7.1 Y - CENTER OF GRAVITY COORDINATE
22-28 F7._1 Z - CENTER OF GRAVITY COORDINATE
29-39 F11.1 IXX	 INERTIAS
40-50 F11.1 IYY
	
INERTIAS
..	 51-61 F11.1 Izz	 INERTIAS
62-68 F7.1 Ys - C.G.	 FOR SYMMETRIC PAIR	 (This
is the -positive side if this is
a symmetric pair)
69-79 11X Blank
80 I1 CARD NUMBER=^2"
END OF DATA CARD Gr
Column Format Data
1 Al '*$=E`ND OF DATA
,..	 80 I1 CARD NUMBER = ' 1'
Figure 2.2
	
Data Change Formats
2-6
_., :,....____W^w^p ;
	
;P^"w+s4
	
-^;¢se^sa^t+!+^n a ^wmm^e_ _.a-..-srx'^t ;r— ^,.r.u:.- ^_ . o-.r.+ e.a+u rxc^ ..u:-,; ^,.rs. x;gy r ^.z^ 'i6cM+ti21^ ^	
___
It is possible to _make changes to records that already
exist on tape by specifying the function code and drawing
number plus only the detail items to be changed on the
change cards.	 Blank fields will not be changed but two
cards are still required.
The general deck setup is shown in figure 2.3.
v
t
7
Y
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aDECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM CMPARE	 PAGE 140. _._..O l_
(Back of dick)
7Ig EOF
EXECUTION OF	 DATA DECK (See Figure 2.4)
PROGRAM
V8 XQT CM11ARE
7/6N r1DG
REL X
-	 3
IN X
i
LOAD PCF	 TRW X
ERS
7/8 XQT CUR a
7/8 ASG J,K,L,M,N,O (Dedicated FASTRAN Files)
r7/8 ASG D = SAVE (Output Tape)
AcST,GN	 7/8 ASG C = Vxxxxx (:Input Tape, Master)	 i
s	
TO
UNITS	 7/8 ASG 	 Vxxxxx  (Input Tape, Current)
7/8 ASG X = Vxxxxx (PCF Tape)
7/8 RUN
(Front of dock)
Figure ?3 CMPARE Deck Setup,
._., ,..__!!1efi59±b_'£u!!51+n+,awr.e-:..^..swa.,^..;vww.^<... v^.±c—«-::v. ..: <.	
--	
_	
=-^,
	
i•»y5v_c+p!^+
;1
t
WARE DATA DECK	 1	 LDECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM
	 PAGE K0. _._..OF---- 	 a
(Back of deck)
COMPARE B,C	 (Compare B to C)
(PRINT A (List A on Printer)
	
80	 3
	
* (End Data Card)	 1
80
A	 2 Add Data Cards
80
A	 1
	
80	 ?
C	 2	 ,Change Data Cards
80
C	
_
	
80	 {
D	 Delete Data Cards
(EDIT A,B (Update A ,onto B)'
f
(SOURCE ID (Identify Vendor)
(Front of dock)	 t
Figure 2.4 CMPARE'Data Deck
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Examples of the output reports hre given in the figures
listed below:
Figure
2. 3	 CM1PA RE
2. 1)
	
List of
2.6	 List of
..
	 2.7	 List of
2.8	 List o f.
data deck
input tape
current records not found on Master Tape
mass properties subtotals
total summary
The error messages that are used are:	 z
f	 Card error
•	 Vendor code error
•	 Please input source control card
•	 Source does not match
Card not found
x'
•	 Gard already exists
The logical units 12 through 18 	 (C through o) 	 are
internally dedicated units assigned to fastran fi14s which
^.	 should not he used as input or output logical devices in
your job stream,
2.2	 MARTIN MARIETTA TAPE PREPROCESSORS
The Martin Marietta Tape cannot be prepared for thery
CMPARE program with a single pass through the preprocessor
program.	 Hardware limitations of the computer complex
require two passes in order to properly reformat the tape.
The first preprocessor Martin Marietta 1 is run on the
UNIVAC 1110 system. 	 This program does all of the
2-14'
1	 '
.^'!!.asartr a...,...?^.^`..r.;.,mw'w`c ^ . _- _	 .. .4o-R+t •re-c,:-e.-.e..,.s....::,».,x-•^.. _. _ _...,:.. .._....; »^ •r«« e + v.w n.-N.a : +neer+s^.nra.meGa+wrew^ .we+,^.u^.,.wnwgi.
reformatting of the original data and gets it in the correct
format for later use in the programs. The second phase of
the preprocessor ETFIX, is required to prepare the'xoutput
from the first phase preprocessing to go from the UNIVAC
1100 to the UNIVAC 1108 computer.
}R
2.2.1 Martin-Marietta Pre-Processor
This program will read a tape produced by yartin
Marietta and write the data in a standard format. This
output tape will be used by the tape compare program of the
Mass Properties Automated System.
The radii of gyration will be converted to moments of
inertia using the classical equation and added to the
moments for final output. All other detail data will be
simply reformatted into the standard data format.
One input data card is required to show the device code
for input, device cote for output, fuuctioh level code, and
the tape title as indicted in figure 2.9. The device code
ti
ti	 refers to an alpha character indicating a tape unit or
fastran logical number. The function code is subdivided
into 3 levels. The function level code indicates the level
desired. The program is run on the UNIVAC 1110 EXEC B. The
output is binary and is used for input to the ETFIX
subroutine run on the UNIVAC 1108 EXEC 2 system. The deco
setup is shown in figure 2.10.
2--15
"INPUT DATA CARD
Y ' column Format Dat a
1 Al Device code for input tripe
° 2 Al ' ,'	 - device code soparato.r
3 Al Device code for output tape
W 4-5 12 Function level code
6-29 A24 'Tape Title
t 30-80 blank
p
N
i
r	 {
r t
x:
r
Figure 2.9 Input Data Card Format for
Martin Marietta Preprocessor
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DECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM Martin Marietta Preprocessor PAGE Rio... dig.: ,.
(Back of dock)
i
I
f
2.2.2 ETFIX
This -program is a conversion routine to allow the user 	 s
4
w	 to coo from the UNIVAC 1110 to the UNIVAC 1108. This program
is used directly as an input to the CMPARE program. The
input data card format is shown in figure 2.11. The deck
setup is shown in figures 2. 12, 13.
i
t t
a
t
Y
2-18
ETFIX - INPUT DATA CARD FORMAT
Format	 Data
Al	 Device code for input tape
device code separator
Al	 Device code for output tape
77X	 blank
Column
1
2
Y
	 3
4
i
l
MARTIN CMPARE	 1	 2
	
DECK SETUP FOR PkOGRAM ^.^:	 PAGE NO. —OF—!-
•	 (Bock of deck)
SOURCE MM
EXECrfION OF
PROGRAM	 7/8 XQT CMPARE
-
B,C (DATA CARD)
i
7/8 XQT ETFIX (Data Conversion Routine)
(7/8N HDG
REL X
LOAD PCF (IN X
TRW X
ERS
(7/8 XQT CUR
1
7/8 ASG J,K,L,M,N,O (Dedicated FASTRAN Files)
ASSIGN	 r718 ASG D = SAVE (Output Tape)
TO
UNITS	 (718 ASG C = Vxxxxx (Input Tape, Master)
7/6 ASG B Vxxxxx (Input Tape, from Exec 8)
--(7/8  ASG X Vxxxxx (PCF Tape)
.k
F7/8 RUN
_(Front of dock)	 t
Figure 2.12 Martin CMPARE Deck Setup
2-2a
CDECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM
	
MARTIN CMPARE	 PAGE NO..'OF 2
e
(Sack of deck)
•. ^ I I	 `rr^aseMr
t
i
r
(7/8 EOF
t `' PRINT D (List Current Tape)
C
COMPARE D, C (List sums and differences), ^.	 3
(Front Of dock) 
Figure 2,.13 Martin CNFARE Deck Setup (Continued) A
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2.3
	
MARSHALI. SPACEFLIGHT CENTER PREPROCESSOR
This preprocessor accepts the tape furnished by
Marshall Spaceflight Center and reformats it to the standard
format required by the CMPARE Program.
w 4
. Two basic reports are generated by the program.	 The
^. first report is a listing of all of the accepted records
which have been put in the standard format.	 These records
,. are sorted and are not necessarily in the same order as is
on the input tape.	 The second report consists of those 
r
records that mererejected by the program for any reason.
An item can
	
be rejected for one`of two reasons:
	
(1)	 it
has the same function code and drawing number as another
record	 (these must be unique in every detail)	 and	 (2)	 the
z Weight of an item is too large to be in the standard F7.1
format of the standard tape format.
The card format is shown in figure 2.14.	 The deck 3
setup to run the program is shown in figure 2.15.
k
;4..
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,!`	 I Column Format Description
F ..
i
1-6 A6 MMYJMC	 rhis identities the
_r 3	 tape as being generated at
Johnson Space Center "J" and
, as a Marshall supplied tape
II MC I'.	 The MMY is the date
where MM = Month and Y = Last
digit of the year
7 I1 Tho tape edit indicator.
(Blank if this is the first
`r.
version.)
r
8-31 A24 Tape_ Title
y
' Figure 2.14 Marshall Data Card Format
r
-r
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DECK SCTUP FOR PROGRAM' Marshall Preprocessor	 PAGE NO. 1 OF ^...
(Bock of dock)
V-1
^t
2.4 ROCK W ELL PREPROCESSOR
This program accepts a print tape from North Aaerican
Rockwell with data on the orbiter vehicle. The data is
reformatted to the standard tips format required for use in
the Tape Compare program,
t R	 The program is designed to run on the UNIVAC 1108 EXEC
2 system. The deck setup is shown in figure 2.16. one
input data card is'rejuired to indicate I/O devices for each
of the devices. The title of the tape is input on one data
card. Figure 2.17 describes the formats for these data
cards.
f
i
j
k
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uDECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM Rockwell Preprocessor	 PAGE NO.. I OF
(Bock of deck)
7/8 XQT CUR
7/8 ASG X PCF Tape
7/8 ASG B = SAVE (Output Tape
F7/8 KEA ASG A = Vxxxxx (Input Tape)
. 
J	 A
7/8 RUN
( Front of dock)
FIGURE 2.16 Deck Set Up for Rockwell preprocessor
P_?6
k'
..
..
... "._._,..r..... 	 _._......... ._..._..
...
	
,. E.--:?N P;Y"8`.i4i^kF.!iMC"tv.'^?:.
_	
_.,_-.	 _...ii►91fIMZMR-.. _^ _._ __._._ "^`	 i
Column ?orma4t Description
1 Al Device code for input tape
2 Al ','	 _ Device code separator
3 Al Device code for output tape
,..: 4-27 4A6 Tape title
r 28-80 blank
-.
_..
I
8
^.
,.
r
Fiyure 2.17 Input , Data Card Format forY
Rockwell Preprocessor
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i3.0 CURVE_ FIT_ PROGRAM
The Curve Fit Program accepts the x and y Cartisian
_	
coordinate values of points on a curve and calculates the
 
coefficients for an equation that represents that curve.
x	
This program is designed to run on a UNIVAC 1108 EXEC 2
z
	
	
operating system. All of the calculations are done in
double precision arithmetic. The input is limited to 200
pairs of points.
The program will calculate and output to the line
pr,intor and by option to the card punch, the coefficients
for the polynomial that best represents the input data. The
z calculation is made for all degrees of polynomials from m to
n. If m = n, then only one degree of polynomial will be
calculated, namely m.
j
	
	
The option to have the coefficients output on cards
allows the 'user to directly input the coefficient cards into
the MAPSYS program after changing only one card per equation
(the name of the polynomial).
In order to execute the program the following cards are
needed.
Cara No_ 1
COLS	 FORMAT	 DEFINITION	 z
lit
1	 C	 Commerl`
t	 2-80
	
Identification
pRmIl^TG PAGE
LAN$ NOTi AIM
Card #2
COLS	 FORMAT	 DEFINITION
1-3	 I3	 Maximum degree of polynomial to be
r ♦, 	 calculated (must not exceed 19) .
4	 11	 Punch option.
Blank	 No punch
P	 = Coefficients will be
output to card punch.
.. = BlankDefault
5-6 Blank
7-9 13 Number of pairs of points that will
L
be input
10-12 Blank gg1
w
13-15 I3 Minimum degree of polynomial to be
calculated. 4
If Min = Max, only one value will be
calculated. 1
If blank default is Min = 2.
°	 COLS FORMAT DEFINITION
1-12 F12.4 Value of the independent variable.
13-24 F12.4 Value of the dependent variable.
3-2
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Multiple executions are possible with this pro4ram by
repeating the data cards. The deck set up shown for two
executions is shown in figure 3.1.
DECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM FIT- Multiple Executions 	 PAGE NO. 
1 OF 1
•	 (Back of dock)
7/8 EOF
/ 0 (ZERO, End of Run Mark)
Point Set Deck (125 Cards)
Do 7th Degree
Fit and Punch
n Coefficient
Cards
7P 1257
C VEST CASE 2, PUNCH CARDS (Comment)
s
Point Set Deck (160 Cards)
Do FIT For 5th
thru 10th.	 (1,0 160 5
Degree., .:
4	 Polynomial
C TEST CASE 1 (comment)
7/8 XRT FIT
F	
REL x
N XCop
Program
From TRW X
r	 Tape
7 18 XQT CUR
F
L(7/8 ASG X = Vx=x (Program Tape)
7/8 RIJN
(Front of dick)
Figure 3.1 Deck Set Up For Multiple Executions of FIT.
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4.0 MPSUM
MPSUM is a utility program which adds the mass
properties of separate items into a single line of mass
properties. it also will translate and rotate each item to
„^..	 a common coordinate system. It is designed for use on a
DEMAND remote terminal but a batch version also exists. The
_	 terminal version uses prompts stating what data is to be
entered. one prompt will ask for an index which will
indicate if translation/rotations are to be read or if the
previous data is to be reentered because of errors. All
data input is free form with fields separated by commas and
of variable length. Table 4.1 has a list of prompts and the
order of entering data.
Table 4.2 has the card formats for the batch version.
A deck setup will be shown in figure 4.1.
	1	 ^
E 	
_.
TABLE 4.1 - MPSUM PROMPTS
ENTER THE NUMBER OF ITEMS
	
Y .	 • Enter an integer from 1 to 99.
• Enter a0 to terminate execution.	 }
w
ENTER MASS PROPFRTI8S FOR IPEM 1
j
i
• Enter 10 numbers separated by commas.
• Weight, X C.G., Y C.G., Z C.G., IXX, IYY, IZZ,
PYX, PXZ, PYZ.
ENTER 1 TO TRANSLATE/ROTATE, 2 TO DELETE LAST LINE
• Enter a carriage return to skip the next prompt.
• Enter a 1 to get next prompt.
• Enter a 2 to get the previous prompt in case-of
an error.
ENTER X, Y, Z TRANSLATIONS AND ROTATIONS
• Enter 6 numbers separated by commas.
X translation, Y translation, Z translation,
X rotation, Y rotation, Z rotation.
All prompts except the first will be repeated until the
number of items in the first one are entered. Then the
K	 totals will be printed and the first. prompt repeated.
4
^_
1
F
6.f ^ '^_ y	 ,m.rx. y.+	 Nw+lC':Fi.&5}"eY-:^and-"".""" €M[ ..	 ..^^	 .yam ^., ma __	 _.......XY an _.	
._ •__ 	 __^.
,.ica-An!'?I"r!R'^f3^'._
t
 1
TABLE 4.2 - MPSUM CARD FORMAT
Column Format	 Contents
r` CARD_1
1-2 I2	 Number of items to be summed 1-99
0 to terwinate program
w CARD 
-
2
Z 1 -10 F10.1	 Weight
11-20 X C.G.
21-30 Y	 C.G.
31-40 Z C.G.
41-50 IXX
51-60 IYY
s
61-70 IZZ
71-A0 PXY
.. CARD_3
1-10 PXZ
11-20 PY`b
21 -30 X translation	 (in)
31
- 40° Y translation
41-50 Z translation
51
-60 X rotation	 (deg.)
61-70 Y rotation
7 1 -80 Z rotation
CARD 4 AND ABOVE
Like cards 2 and 3 for all items, then repeat card 1.
4-3_
r
Fz
DECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM
	
MPSUM	 ^	 PAGE NO. 1...t F
(Bock of deck)
,Y
F(/8 EOF ,^	 1
F
O(ZEIR^O,  End Of Run Mark)_
 o. o.	 30, o,	 o. a
Rotate 1
Item 300 10000. 800. 0. 400. 5000. 2500. 1000. 0.
About X
Axis 1
Input Cards (2*J)2nd
Execution
J
1st Execution Input Cards (2 For Each Item)
Swns N
Items N (Number of Items)
r7/8 XQT -MPSUM.:
REL X
copy	 IN
Program	 X
From
Tape	 TRW X
((/8 XQT OUR
•
7/8 ASG X = Vxxxxx (Program Tape)
7/8 RUN
(Front of dock)
Figure 4.1	 Deck Set Up for MPSUM Multiple Execution
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5.0 ONE-6-SLOSH
The one-C Slosh Model is divided into two sections, the
cylindrical tank, and the oxygen tank. Each of these tanks
will have a separate program deck to produce the required
data from the tank.
1
^..
	
The decks are set up to be run on a Univac 1108 EXEC 2
r
system. Each of the decks will generate a line printer
output and (optionally) a punched card output. The punched
cards will be the coefficients that go into the MAPSYS
coefficient program.
5. 1 CYLINDRICAL. TANK
The cylindrical tank program will calculate and output
to the line printer and the card punch the following
variables in the format listed.
The line printer output is:
+ 'Total Weight in Tank in hounds' F10.2. This value
is the Weight of the liquid and gas in the tank. r
'$	 1
• 'Liquid Height in Tank in Inches'	 F9.3.	 This value
is the height of the liquid from the bottom of the
tank. {r
l
•	 'Liquid Weight in Tank in Pounds'	 F10.2.	 This value
is the weight of the liquid in the tank.
_
.
IIVG PAGE gig NOT
4 Y
• 'Gas Weight
	 in Tank in p ounds'	 F10.2.	 This value is
the weight of the gas in the tank.
• 'Volume Liquid in Tank in Cubic Feet'
	 F10.2.
	 This
value is the volume of the liquid in the tank.
• 'Volume Gas in Tank in Cubic Feet'
	 F10.2.	 This
,,. value is the volume of the gas in the tank.
• 'Centroid Liquid Reference System in Inches'
	 F10.3.
This value is the centroid of the liquid portion of
2
the "tank with respect to the reference system.
+ 'Centroid Gas Reference System in Inches'	 F'10.3.
This value is the centorid of the gas portion of the
jj!
tank with respect to the reference system.
ti • 'Liquid Slosh Inertia .in Slug--Feet 2 '	 F12.3.	 This
value is the slosh inertia of the liquid portion of
4 the tank.
The punched card output is:
• card 1
ID identifies the coefficients
card 2
$COS.	 This card will be discarded.
f
• Card 3 and up
++ These cards contain the coefficients for the curves
for each of the mass properties which will be input
}
5_2
4
o MAPSYS from the One G Slosh model. These can be
p to 20 .coefficients for each mass property.
and 14
END. This card will be discarded.
ands 15 up are repeats of Cards 1-14.
order to get the outputs just listed, the following-
Ist be made by card. A sample deck set-up is
to show where these input cards fit in the program
Card _No. _1
i
FORMAT	 VARIABLE	 DEFINITIONS
a
F10.3	 Al	 Radius of cylindrical
section in inches
1-20	 F10.3 A2 Length in cylindrical
section in inches
21-30	 F10.3 A3 Depth of head in inches
31-40	 F10.3 A4 Do Not Use
41-50	 F10.3 A5 Reference system x
coordinate
V
-	 51-60	 F10.3 A6 Not Used
L
j
5-3
iF'
3
7
61-70 F10.3 A7 Density of Liquid
hydrogen in lb-Ft
71-80 F110.6 A8 Density of Gaseous
hydrogen in lb -Ft3
h
E
COLS FORMAT VARIABLE DEFINITION
1-10 F10.3 A9 Not Used
11-20 F10.3 A10 Not Used
3
i
21-30 F10.3 All Increment to be added
to previous liquid
height t'
31-40 F10.3 Al2 Degrees to be rotated E
r
about x axis
j
41-50 F10.3 A13 Degrees to be rotated
about y axis:
51-60 F10.3 A14 Degrees to be rotated
i
about z axis j
61-70 F10.3 A15 Translation on x axis
r	
.w
i
in inches
71-80 P10.3 Alb Translation on y axis
a	 ,
5_4
Ein inches
curd „N2__3
COLS FORMAT VARIABLE DEFINITION
Y 
., 1-10 F10.3 A17 Translation on z axis
in inches
i
w..
11 -20 F10.3 A18 Not used
21-30 F10.3 A19 Not Used
;. 31-40 F10.3 A20 Not Used
F
41-50 F10.3 A21 Not Used
a..
51-60 F10.3 A22 Not Used
61-70 F10.3 A23 Not Used
71-80 F10.3 A24 Height of -tank in
inches
Card No. 4
COLS FORMAT DEFINITION
” 1-3 FIT	 This card is an indication that 	 N
the point select iovi/curve fit routine
5-5
1
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is to be called. If omitted, the
m
program Will terminate after
generating the normal line printer
output.
E
Card No_ 5_and Above
COLS	 FORMAT	 DEFIN'.I'TION
1 - 2	 T2	 Index of variable to be curve fit.
The liquid properties are:
1 = x c.g. 2 =c. . 3 = z c.Y	 9	 9
4 = Ixx	 5 = Iyy	 6 = Izz
7 = Pxy	 8 = Pxz	 9 = Pyz
The gas properties are:
21 = x c.g. 22	 y c.g.	 23	 z c.g„
24 = Ixx	 25 = Iyy	 26	 Izz
27 = Pxy	 28 = Pxz	 29 = Pyz
0 = Termination of program
3	 A l 	 i or blank. C means this is a
continuation of the same segment of
curve fit but with a different
point density. j
4-6	 13	 Point density. Every nth point will
be used until maximum weight for
s	 this density is reached. (ThP One 'G
	
a "	 Slosh 'program calculates values
	
..	 every one inch of liquid height.
A
5-6
j^
Xr	 '
All of these values are not needed
for the curve fit routine and this
point density will allow a selective
reduction of points.)
7-9 I.3	 Degree of polynomial to be calculated.
This is necessary only on the last
card in a data set.
10-21 F12.1	 Maximum weight for this density.
22-76 9A6	 Comment which will appear in the
curve fit program ii this is the
last card in a data set.
ti The curve fit routine ha:s the capability of breaking-a
curve into several sections.	 This may be necessary if the
curve has some irregular smooth shape.	 The curve fit
routine is limited to 200 pairs of points, therefore, since
the one G Slosh model calculates values for every one inch
change in liquid height some point reduction is necessary.
A. A segment of a curve may be further subdivided by choosing
different point densities depending on the curves behavior.
If a curve is relatively smooth, fewer points will be needed
for the curve tit.	 The weights for the beginning and ending
points for the different densities are input on card No. 	 5.
_
The punched output from this program will be used in
E the MAPSYS coefficient program.
5-7
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k
i
a
The oxygen tank ,program will calculate and output to
the line printer and the card punch the following variables
3in the Format listed.
i
j
8
The line printer output is:
a
• 'Total Weight in Tank in Pounds' F10.2. This value
is the weight of the liquid and gas in the tank.
1
• 'Liquid Height in Tank in Inches' F9.3. This value
is the height of the liquid from the bottom of the 1
tank.
-	 1
• 'Liquid Weight in Tank in Pounds' F10.2. This value
is the weight ofthe liquid in the tank.
• 'Gaa Weight in Tank in Pounds' F10.2. This value is
the weight of the gas in the tank.
• 'Volume Liquid in Tank in Cubic Feet' F10.2. This
value is the volume of the liquid in the tank.
• 'Volume Gas in Tank in Cubic Feet' F10.2. This
	 q'
	
value is the volume of the gas in the tank.	 w
'Centroid Liquid Reference System in inches' F10.3.
This value is the centroid of the liquid portion of
the tank with respect to the reference system.
C
t	 -	
5-8	
y	 `:
r
Y
i• 'Centroid Gas Reference System in Inches' 	 FT0.3.
ti This value is the centorid of the gas portion of thr
tank with respect to the reference syst+gym.
• 'Liquid Slosh Inertia in Slug - Feet z '	 F12.3.	 This
* value is the slosh inertia of the liquid portion of
the tank.
r
• 'Fineness Ratio'.	 This value is the fineness ratio
.^ as derived from the hand calculations.
The punched card output is.
• Card	 1
ID identifies the coefficients
• Card 2
$COS.	 This card Will be discarded.
• Card 3 and. up
These cards contain the coefficients for the curves
for each of the mass properties which will be input
to MAPSYS from the one G Slosh model. 	 There can be
up to 20 coefficients for each mass property.
• Card 14
$ENn.
	
This Gard will be discarded.
• Cards 15 up are repeats of Lards 1-14.
In order to get the outputs just listed, the following,
inputs must be made by card.
	
A deck set-up will be
.,
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presented to show where these input cards fit in the program
` deck.
Card No.	 1
f.
COLS FORMAT VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
.. 1-10 F10.3 Al Radius of cylindrical
section in inches
1-20 F10.3 A2 Length in cylindrical
section in inches
21-30 F10.3 A3 Depth of head in incites
31-40 F10.3 A4
i
Not Used
41-50 F10.3 A5 Reference system x
coordinate
L
51 -60 F10.3 A6 Not Used
	
i
61-70 F10.3 A7 Density of Liquid
oxygen in lb-Ft3
71-80 F10.6 A8 Density of Gaseous
w
oxygen in lb-Ft3
:Y
y
5-10
ii
Card No.
	 2
COLS FORMAT VARIABLE DEFINITION
1-10 F10.3 A9 .1	 height of the disc
, r used in the disc inertia
a calculation in the mid-
dle section -^
11-20 F10.3 A10 Not Used
21-:30 F10.3 All Increment to be added
to previous liquid
height
_.	 31-40 F10.3 Al2 Degrees to be rotated
about x axis
41-50 F10.3 A13 Degrees to be rotated
about y axis
L	 51-60 F10.3 A14 Degrees to be rotated
about z _axis
61-70 F'10.3 A15 Translation on x axis
in inches i,
a
71-80 F10.3 A16 Translation on y axis
in inches
5-11
t
Card No.	 3
COLS FORMAT VARIABLE DEFINITION
1-10 F10.3 A17 Translation on z axis
k
in inches
11-20 F10.3 08 Not Used
t
6	 21-3n F10.3 A19 Not used
E
i
31-40 F10.3 A20	 Not Used
41-50
t
I
F10.3 A21	 Not Used
i
51-60 F10.3 A22	 Not Used
61-70r, F10.3 A23	 Not Used
71-80 F10.3 A24	 Height of tank in
inches
Card No.	 4
COLS FORMAT DEFINITION
`	 1-3a FIT	 This card is an indication that
the point selection/curve fit routine	 -
is to be called.
	
If omitted, the
A program will terminate after
generating the normal line printer
E; output.
N
R
6 5-12
5
Card-No.-5-and-Above
COLS FORMAT	 DEFINITION
1-2 12	 Index of variable to be curve fit. x
, R The liquid properties are:
1= x e.g.	 2= y c.g.	 3= z c.g.
4 = Ixx
	 5 = Iyy	 6 = Izz --\
7 = Pxy	 8 = Pxz	 9 = Pyz
X;
The gas properties are:
21	 =	 x c.g.	 22 = y e.g.	 23 = z e.g.
- 24 = Ixx	 25 = Tyy	 26 = IzL
s 27 = Pxy	 28 = Pxz	 29 = Pyz
0 = Termination of program
3 Al' 	 C or blank.	 C means this is a
continuation of the same segment of
 curve fit but with a different
point density.
r` 4-6 13
	
Point density.	 Every nth point will
be used until maximum weight for
this density is reached.- 	 (The One G
slosh program calculates values
every one inch of liquid height.
All of these values are not needed
.,
^. for the curve fit routine and this
point density will allow 'a selective +
reduction of points.):
5-13
r
..	
J
MIL
7-9 13	 Degree of polynomial to be calculated.
This is necessary only on the last
card in a data set.
10-21 P12.1	 Maximum weight for this density.
R *ti
22-76 9A6	 Comment which will appear in the
curve fit program if this is the
G last card in a data set.
The curve fit routine has the capability of breaking a
curve into several sections.	 This may be necessary if the
g
curve has some irregular smooth shape. 	 The curve fit
routine is limited to 200 pairs of points, therefore, since
the One G Slosh model. calculates values every one inch
change in liquid height some point reduction is necessary.
A segment of a curve may be further subdivided by choosing
different point densities depending on the curves behavior.
If a curve is relatively smooth, fewer points will be needed
for the curve fit.	 The weights for the beginning and ending
r
points for the different densities dre input on card No. 	 5.
The punched output from this program will be used in
the MAPSYS coefficient program.
r
DECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM 0NEGSM	 PAGE NO. 1 OF'
`	 (Bock of dock)
x 1.
. r7/8 FIN
7/8 XQT PUNCH (Fit and Punch Coefficients `
0 (Zero) (End of Point Selection)
^o
4	 _ _ These cards 'are used 	 (point Selection Cards)
only i f the data^ s
to be punched-on
x	 cards..	 FIT (Start Point Selection_)
R
F
CARD 3
(CARD 2
6.0 MPES - MAIN MASS PROPERTIES PROGRAM
MPES is the main program in the , Shuttle Mass Properties
Automated System. This program uses data from different
sources to produce a number of reports on the mass
x
properties of a given Shuttle configuration at a given time.
These reports are listed in Table 6.7.
'Phe following sections describe in detail the input
data to MPES. There are four basic input data sets, three
of which are normally stored on tapes and the fourth is
stored on cards and updated as necessary.
4
ti..
6.1 COEFFICIENTS DATA BASE
The coefficients data base is used to model OMS, ET,
and SRB consumahles by the use of polynominai equations.
The coefficients for these polynominals are generated by
curve fit programs and are input to MPES on cards. The
coefficients are output by MPES an.d saved on a tape which
can be updated by cards when the key card "COEFFICIENTS"
.follows the RUNID card. When it is necessary to change the
values of the coefficients, it is done by the use of a
NAMELIST input. The format for these cards is shown in
'cable 6.1. A sample deck setup is' shown in figure 6.1. The
3
"name of the polynominal or the variable to be changed must	 1
be_ on the update cards. A list of all names and their 	 - i
descriptions is shown in Table 6.2.
ir
all coefficients. If.an update run is made,	 both the old
and
•
new coefficient values will be listed.
1
TABLE 6.1 COEFFICIENTS CARD FORMAT
*	 Column Format Description
a
Card	 No.	 1
1-12
l
Al2 +COEFFICIENTS" Key card. 	 This
indicates coefficients cards are to
follow.
F
Card _No. _2
w	 2-7 A6 $COEFS - signals start of NAMEL.IST
input.	 Note that all NAMELIST cards
must have a blank in column 1.
Card No_ 3 and Above
a
2-7 A6 Name of coefficent variable to be
changed.
M
x;
6 -2
8-60	 2(D22.18)	 Double precision numbers in E format
with up to 18 digits after decimal
point. Followed by "DIXXX,".XXX is
,.	 the exponent of 10 for that number.
Caution - If mor e coefficents w ere
present in the previous set of
coefficients than the new set, the
old values must be zeroed out. The
change program affects only those
coefficents that it has new values
for.
An array name need appear only once
followed by up to 20 numbers in the
above format (separated by commas).
A new II NAPiE=" will signal that ,^t.hc
array elements will not be updated.
Last , Card
of	 ofMEND marks the end of a namuTS32-5
	
A4
"-o
i
II
^	 1
TABLE 6.2 COEFFICIENTS NAMES
I	 All SHB I s have the following formats;
nSXXXKNII
where "S" denQtes SNB
XXX is	 X,	 Y,	 T.,	 IX, IY,	 Iz,	 PXY,	 PXZ,	 or PYZ
(The mass property concerned)
K is "C" if this is the actual coefficient
array.
K is 1, W 11	 it	 this	 is the minimum weight that
this polynomial will be used for.
_. N is an index trom 1 to 5.
45 polynomials and their 45 minimum weights are thus
defined. Note that the minimum weights for polynomial
'IN" must be in decending order, i.e.,f
SXW 1>S XW2>SXW3... >SXW5
These polynomials must describe the Riqht SRB. The
Left SRB is identical except for some of the signs.
ET Pol nomials
FL132X1	 X C.G. for weight < breaking weight
(BW) .
	
a
ELUX2 - X C.G. for weight > BW.
ELH2Y1
	 IYy, Izz for weight < BW.
ELH2Y2 - Iyy and Izz when weight > BW.
EL02X1 - X when Weight 5 line weight i
pounds.
h-4
3^
ELOW - oxygen tank X when weight < BW.
ELO2X3 - Oxygen tank Yt when woight / 3W..
LL02Y1 - oxygen tank. Iyy and Izz when weight
< BW pounds (line weight).
} EL02Y2 - Oxygen tank Iyy and Izz when
weight 5 BW.
r EL02Y3 - Oxygen tank Iyy and Izz when
weight > BW.
XGA5 - 01 . gas X C.G.
FXGA.S - H2 gas X C.G.
OMS nPol,yncmid1s
These polynomials describe the righ,
tank. The loft tank is identical
except for some signs.
OMSFX	 I.
OMSFY - Y.
OMSFZ - Z.	 {
OMSFIX - Ixx.
OMSFIY	 Iyy.
K	 OMSFIZ - Izz.
r OMSFXY -	 Pxy.
AP OMIS!FXZ - Pxz.
OMSFYZ - Pyz.
OMSOOX - X
.. OMSOOY -	 Y.-
_OMSOOZ -	 Z.
OMSOIX - Ixx.
t OMSOIY - Iyy.
OMSOIZ - Izz.
e ,	 M
OMSOXY Fxy.
r
6-,
ef
fII^	 1
i
UMSOXZ - PXZ.
	
i
`i
ONSO'YZ - Pyz.	 j
22112AA- ay_OM5_Coeff icienfs
Fuel	 Uxiizer
FPLX	 OPLX
FPLY	 OPLY
FPLZ	 OPLZ
FPLIX	 OPLIZ {
FPLIY	 OPLIY
FPLI'Z	 OPLZZ
FPLPXY	 OPLPXY
PPLPXZ	 OPLPXZ
F PL PY Z	 OPL PYL
j3
i
d
y
c-
7
DECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM Coefficients Updates_	 PAGE NO. ^1 0F. 1
r
(Back of dock)
C`5 E0^' (Or other MPES run setup)
FD
cieY;l
^COEFS
fRUNTD 
:CC i;NTS
f
urrent 7D)
S
TRT X	
f
TN X
ERS
TRW X
(7/8  XQT 0,UR
(7/8S ASCU	 — N WCOF (1'veW Ct7@fT1CIC :'v it3. "'
7/8 ASG H Vxxxxx (Coefficient. taps
7/8 ASG X = Vxxxxx (PCF tape)
7/8 RIM	 %.
(Front of o*ck)	 r
Figure Ei.l Coefficient Update deek se•wup.
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The basic data set is the main set of mass properties
for all of the items which comprise the basic shuttle system
configureation. Each of the items is identified with a
r	 unique item number.
Item numbers 1, 11, 21, ..., 91 are reserved for basic
"modules". If, for example, item 1 was external tanks,
items 2 through 9 would be items that areassociated with
the ET*s. MPFS will calculate subtotals for these 10
modules which will include the nine (it nitre are used`) item:
associated with it. All items assiyned to a module must be
in that modules coordinate system.
Items 1 - 99 have fixed assignments and all others have
default assignments that may be changed when the	 item, e,-:rsrds
.. are read.	 Items 100 -	 199 are reserved tor canw.u[^r.a1.e	 a^
MPES will not include these in the "DRY" subtotals. The
item assignments and the module coordinate systems are:
i
Item numbers 1-10 are in module 1	 Orbiter	 (0)
11-10 are in module 2	 External Tank
(ET)
21-30 are in module 3	 ET
G	 w 31-4.0 are in module 4	 ET
41-50 are in module 5	 -04
51-60 are in module G	 Q
61-70 are in.module 7	 0
W 71-80 are in modul+^ 8	 0
z *#
81-90 are in module 9	 0 k
91-99 are in module 10 0
'.:
6-s
-
The lowest item number in each pcirt,it-*.on (1, 11, 21,.
etc. , hereafter called the head entry) is always the entry
for the basic mass properties module. The remaining entries
in the partition can be used for different items in the
basic module.
Shuttle Consumable Assignment
Item Numbers 100 through 199
r	 Shuttle Consu^ AA 19
Orbiter Ammonia Tank 1
Orbiter Ammonia Tank 2
Orbiter Waste dater 1
Orbiter Waste mater 2
Orbiter Waste Water 3
Orbiter Potable Water 1
Orbiter Potable Water 2
"Mist" items - Helium Tanks
Orbiter OILS Fuel Right
Orbiter OMS Oxidizer Right
Orbiter OMS Fuel Left
Orbiter OMS Oxidizer Left
Orbiter OMS Fuel Payload Bay 3
Orbiter OMS Oxidizer Payload Bair
Orbiter RCS Fuel Forward	 I
Orbiter RCS Oxidizer Forward
Orbiter RCS Fuel Right Pod
Orbiter RCS Oxidizer Right Pod
Orbiter RCS Fuel Left Pod
Orbiter RCS Oxidizer Left Pod
Orbiter Main Fuel
6-9
Item_Numbe
101
102
108
109
110
111
112
113-118`
132
133
134
135
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
T
M ^.
Y
9
^1.. i
All-
I^gm_tvuy^heF 5^utrle Cor► su^ahle
153 Orbiter Main Oxidizer-
154 Orbiter Bain Helium - also a "Misc"
item
.. 155 Gaseous Nitrogen
	 (GN2)
156 Gaseous oxygen
	 (G02)
157 APU Hydrozine Tank 1
158 APU Hydrozine Tank 2
159 APU Hydrozine Tank 3
160 Liquid oxygen Tank 1
L 161	 ► Liquid Oxygen Tank 2
162 Liquid Hydrogen Tank 1
^. 163 Liquid Hydrogen Tank 2
164 Hydraulic Water Pot 1
165 External Tank LH2
166 External Tank LOX
167 Hydraulic Water Pot 2
168 Hydraulic Water Pot 3
169 SRB Left
170 SRB Right
171 Orbiter OMS Fuel Right Trapped
Outside Tank
172 Orbiter OMS Oxidizer Right Trapped
Outside Tank
173 Orbiter ORS Fuel Left.Trapped
outside Tank
174 Orbiter OMS oxidizer Left Trapped
Outside Tank
175 Orbiter OMS Fuel Payload Bay
Trapped: Outside Tank
^. 176 Orbiter oxidizer Payload Bay
6-10
iP
L
F
Item Nymber Shuttle_ Consumable
Trapped outside Tank
177 Orbiter RCS Fuel Fvd Trapped
Outside Tank
178 Orbiter FCS Oxidizer Fwd Trapped
Outside Tank
179 Orbiter RCS Fuel Right Pod
Trapped Outside Tank
180 Orbiter RCS Oxidizer Right Pod
Trapped Outside Tank
181 Orbiter RCS-Fuel Left Pod
Trapped outside Tank
182 Orbiter RCS Oxidizer Left Pod
Trapped'Outside Tank
All Others Not used
The fluids fall into two categoLi,es;
• Those whose c.g.'s do not move as they are consumed,.
	 {
which are point masses. The c.'g.'s and associated
dispersions in the basic input are used throughout
the run and local inertias are set to zero.
• Those whose c.g.'s move as they are consumed. These
use the current weight to determine the c.g.'s and
inertias by using polynominals to calculate the
appropriate values. Initial dispersions are used
1 ^	
_
133	 08S	 oxidizer R
^. 134	 OMS	 Fuel L
135	 OHS	 Oxidizer L
1,44	 OHS	 Fuel Payload Bay
145	 OHS	 Oxidizer Payload Bay
165	 ET	 Fuel
166	 ET	 Oxidizer
r .^. 169	 S R BL
170	 S RBR
..r
•	 Sequence numbers 200-300 can be used for entries
., which are not basic module and not fluids. 	 Sequence
number assignment in this grouping is unrestricted
4 with one exception:	 sequence numbers 253-254 are	 P
reserved for TEL summaries.,,
t •	 All inputs assigned to a module must be in the same
coordinate system.
4 •	 The names of the modules used in the report are
taken from Columns 4 through 8 of the card 1 for the
head entry for each module.
•	 Sequence numbers 100 to 300 must be linked to the
module in which they are summed. 	 [zany sequence
numbers default to particular modules or the user
can do his linking by putting a module number in
Column 4-9 (right justified) of the Card 2 for
entries.
• Sequence numbers 100-199 are assumed to be fluids
and are included in the wet module total. Sequence
numbers 1-99 and 200-300 are included in the dry
6.2.1	 basic	 Data Set	 Maintey.,,3nce
Normally the basic data sets	 tro stored on a	 tape.
This tape is originally created with an initialization run.
The deck setup for 'thiks type of run is shown in figures 6.2
and 6.3. This particular example has three sets beingyM
y copied to tape at once.	 Each set will exist as a separate
file which must be uniquely identified by the RUNID card	 —.
with that set.
When MPES reads this tape on subsequent runs it must
match the .RUNID card with an identified Zile ID on the tape 
in CtiCdeC t0 use it.
After a tape has been created new data sets may be
appended to it (and a new tape written) by using the deck
setup in figures 6.4 and 6.5. This example will append two
sets to the original tape and output a new tape with all the
sets.
The input card formats for initialization and appending
data sets is shown in Table 6.3.
once a data set is saved on a tape,	 it may be updated
(and a new tape created) by the use of a deck setup as in
_ figures 0.5,	 6. 	 The cards which update this data must be in
4 the font shown in Table 6.4. The set to be updated must
U be identified by the correct RUNID.
_. once all basic data sets needed for a calculating
x
execution have been created on a tape and uniquely
identified, they may be read by using the correct BUNID with
6-13
a set. of EVENT cards. MPES will search the tape until it
finds a data set vith the same LD and print this entire data
set before processing any events. This allows the user to
verify that the data is correct.
when updating, a data set edits must be made in the
y	 followiny order:
Deletes, Adds, and Changes. 'A delete is accomplished
by inputting a word with nothing but the item number and
card number. Adds are items in the normal format shown in
Table 6.3. Update cards are in the format shown in Table
6.4. Fach of these cards has the word '*UP's on them and a
ti	 flag in columns 10-15 indicating which fields are to be
updated,
,/
	
DECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM MPES Initilization stun	 PAGE NO. 1_0F 2^
?'
(Sock of dock)
BASIC Data Sr t 2
y=
RTJNID ! , 'or Set
SAVE .
BASIC Data Set on Cards
r
l2 FIRST
(RUNTD For this Basic Data Set
(7/8 Xl, T 'APES
TRI X
fi	 IN X	 3
ERS
TRW X
	
7/8 XQT CUR	
-
7/8 ASC H = COEFFS (Coefficient tape)
7/8 ASG G ' = OUTPUT (Output tape)
,r	 r
7/8 ASG X Vxxxxx (PCF Tape)
,/8 RUN
	
(front of dock)	 ,-
Figure 6,2	 Initil zation Rut peck Setup
+	
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DECK, SETUP FOR PROGRAM MLl;O, TnitilizaLion Run 	 PAGE N<). ?..OF
(Bock of d*ck)
i
a
(E-ND
SAVE
BAS'CG nags, Set 3
y
RUNID Vor Set, '3
SAV li
(F f.st of dock)
Figure	 6.3 initilizat,ion Run De_gk Setup (Continued)
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DECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM Appending Data Sets 	 PAGE NO. Z .OFD_
(Bock of cock)
.P
	 jRUNID
SAVE
IBASIC Data Set,
(CARDS
'	 ^	 11V X
	
g
t
(ERS
TRW X
s (7/8 XRT CURY
i
(7/8 ASG N = Vxxxxx (CoeffieiQnt Tape)
(1718 ASG G = OUTPUT (Output Tape)
t
7/8 ASG 'F = Vxxxxx (Input Tape)
x
7/8 ASG X = Vxxxxx (PGA` Tape)
4
7/8 RUN
(Front of d*ck)
Figure 6.4 	 Appending Data Set8 Deck Setup
L...Y.
DECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM MP28- Appending Data Seta	 PAGE NO. 2 0 F -
(Back of dock)	 .
\ ^
\ ]
» l
\^
^
. .... ..	 ....
}
.
!
. wa\	 .	 <
`
®^ s^ ©
DECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM MPES - Data Updates 	 PAGE NO. 1 OF 2
(Back of dock)
f
3I
1
Y
(7/8 XQT CUR
(7/8 ASG H = Vxxxxx (Coefficients Tape)
7/8 ,ASG G OUTPUT (Output Tape)
(7/8 ASG E = Vxxxxx (Input Tape)
7/8 ASG X Vxxxrx (PCF Tape)}#
7/8 RUN Y,
(front of deck)
Figure 6.6 Data Updates Deck Setup`
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OECX SETUP FOR PROGRAM MPES - Data Updates	 PAGE No. 2 OF_2
(Bock of d*ck)
7/8 EdF
EXIT
SAVE
(Delete, Add, Change Cards
i
(RUN 'ID for Second Update
(SAVE
y (UP
(UP (Update Cards)	 Update indicated fields
UP
(Basic'Data Deck (For Items to be Added)
( Front of dock)
Figure 6.7 Data Updates Deck Setup (Continued)
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TABLE 6.3	 BASIC DATA SET CARD FORMATS
The basic mass property data fot each item required in
the data base is entered.initially on one to y our cards.
The format for each of these cards and a description of the
data elements are described below.
LAUD 1
Columns
1-3
4-15
ti	 16-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
ti	 56-65
66-75
'7fa
Format Description
Sequence Number
Alpha/numeric characters describing
the item.
F10.0 , Weight.
	
If the weiynt is in kilo-
grams,	 then column 76 must contain
an	 M.
F10.0 X relative tc module coordinate
system.
F10.0 Y relative to module coordinate
system.
F10.0 Z relative to module coordinate
system.
F10.0 1xx moment of inertia about x axis.
F10.0 Tyy moment of inertia about y axis.
R1 Anlr	 nr-	 M TF	 M	 I. 	i nnnt	 An*m	 i s
CARD 2
Columns Format Description
1-3 Sequence Number.
9 Module Number.`
16-25 F10.0 Izz moment of inertia about z axis.
26-35 F10.0 Pxy product of inertia about xy plane.
-_	 36-45 F10.0 Pxz product of inertia about xz plane.
46-55 F10.0 Pyz product of inertia about yz plane.
56-65 F10.0 Dispersion of weight.
66-75 F10.0 Dispersion of X.
76 Blank or M.
80 2 indicates card no.	 2.
CARD 3
Columns Format Description
1-3 Sequence number.
16-25 F10.0 Dispersion of Y.
26-35 F10.0 Dispersion of Z.
..	 36-45 F10.0 Dispersion of Ixx.
46-55 F10.0 Dispersion of Iyy.
56-65 F10.0 Dispersion of Izz.
66-75 F10.0 Dispersion of Pxy.
76 Blank or M.
60 3 indicates card no.	 3. i
d
y
i
i
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Columns
1-3
16-25
26-35
76
80
CAUD_4
Format	 Description
Sequence Number.
F10.0	 Dispersion of Pxz.
F10.0	 Dispersion of Pyz.
Blank or M.
4 indicates card no. 4.
r
TABLE 6.4 - UPDATE CARD NO. 1
Column rormat Description
1-2 UP.
4-6 Sequence Number.
10 Update columns 16-25 if column 10=1	 -
weight.
11 Update columns 26-35 if column 11 = 1	 -
X	 bar'.
12 Update columns 36-45 if column 12=1	 -
Y	 bar.	 '
13 Update columns 46-55 if column 13=_1	 -
Z bar
14 Update columns 56-65 if column 14=1	 -
Ixy.
15 Update columns 66-75 if column 15=1 -
Iyy.
16-25 F10.0 Updated weight.
26-35 F10.0 Updated X.
36-45 F10.0 Updated Y
46-55 F10.0 Updated Z.
56-65 F10.0 Updated Ixx.
66-75 F10.Q Updated Iyy.
76 Blank or M.
An I
d
h
i
i
UPDATE CARD NO. 2
f
t
y
Column Format Description
1-2 UP.
4-6 Sequence Number.
9 Updated moduie number (if required).
10 Update columns	 16-25 if column 10=1	 -
IZ7
11 Update columns 26-35 it column 11 = 1 	 --
Pxy
12 Update columns 36-45 it column 12 = 1 -
PYY
13 Update columns 46, 5 it column 13 =11
Pyz
14 Update columns 56-65 if column 14=1.
15 Update columns 66--75 if column 15=1.
16-25 FI	 Mtn Updated I?z.
?6-3 1U.0 Updated.	 exy.
36-45 F10.0 Updated Pxz.
46 -55 x'10.0 Updated Pyz.
56-65 F10.0 Updated dispersion fo'r weight,
66-75 F10.0 Updated dispersion for X.
76 Blank or	 !.
80 2.
f -
UPDATE CARD N0. 3
i
t
i
i
C'--'	 M!2 Format Uescri,^tlon
,-2 UP.
4-6 Sequence Number.
10 Upde.te columns 16-25 if column 10=1.
11 Update columns 26-35 if columas 11=1.
.°_ 12 Update columns 36-45 if column 12=1.
13 Update columns 46-55 if column 13=1.
a,	 _ 14 Update columns 56-65 if column 14-1.
15 Update columns 66-75 if column 15-1.
16-25 Updated dispersion for Y.
c
2.6- ^5 Updated dispersion for C.
36-45 Updated dispersion for Ixx.,
i' 46-55 Updated dispersion for Iyy.
} 56-65 Updated dispersion for Izz.
bro--75 Updated di.spera{ion for Pxy.
76 Blank. 1
P
80 3.
MITE CARD NO. 4
nuCo	 m^__a Format iDesc	 air_Pt^-.,_n
1-2 UP.
4-6 Sequence Number.
10 Update columns	 16--2-1. if coluArt 10=1.
11 Update columns 26-- . b a column. 11=1.
x 16-25 F10.0 Updated dispersion for Pxz.
26-15 F10.0 Updated dispersion for pyz.x
76 Blank or M,
C	
-
s HO 4.
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THE TEL T ATk BASE
ThQ TES. dlt.a, base tape contains r,.: rs t rupei:ti.es
. information on loose equipment.	 The data base is generated
7
and maintained by the program UPTEL. 	 The data will
originate from the SLIGHTS system.
To .read a new Loose Equipment item from the tape, a "T"
is put in column five of the Event option Card, Which is
discussed below.	 MMES mill read data from the ta pe into
item numbers 153 and 154.	 one item will be payload
attrihutahle and the other operational equ li ent. 	 6hen
included O i S.1,Mf &Ly event caLd2,	 idiscu..ised velorg , these
_
items w.i.l..l be included In the summary for that particular
event.
6.4	 Ff O J. N	 16r'aaSl4.L',T PI' J , UY	 U RDS
Mass proper „N:es data for items comprising a, given
st	 Aa configuration will exist on the data bases already
dic -used„	 The actual calculations by. NPES of the total and
subtotal mass properties as well as other optional
calculations are made as dictated bT	 sequence: of event
description card sets.	 The types of cards and their formats
are described in Table 6.5., 	 A description card set consists
of an event option card, an event title card., consumable
cards (maximum of 51 an x sum cards tmaximi?,% air
Three cards are required for every event, the reniaini.nct
cards are optional. These are: the E#ent ur 4.iun card, the
!w	 Event Title card, and at least cane Skim curd. 1"he:re are two
types. of sum cards; i.e.,, "S" cards and "A,-r cards., Moth
A
4
1—
W
S
u
t..
cards .result in the same program calculations. The
4ifferenc`£A A'le i-ng» an ire; El enter;e— on i' n - hV :'3 as lus i' , .aL
asterisk to be printed with the name: n #,Ae	 on the
Transferable Equipment [report. This is used to indicate
when an item is entered for the first titre. The ' i5" card
will not print the asterisk. 14 C +', consumable, cards can be
used to change the weights of con.sumables. This is
necessary to model engine burns where propellent is used, or
to model fluid transfers trotm one tank to another.
Tf a "' P 91 or 1I L" i.s in column three of the Event Option
card. thou 14 W card; ., k ,; wribed below, may be i,nc ludad ill as
event. These a XV4 cards cause a depletion table to be
:generated containing the Shuttle's mass properties for
various weights of propellants. The possible combinations
of propellant depletions are:
Nny ^ambination of WIS a al
Any combination of SRB's and EVs.
This table will also be copied to tape unit ON" if
there is a "L°" in column three of the Event Option cavd.
A print option card is used immediately before the
first event of a series of events. Its format is below.
The Print Option Card
CeluEn	 Description
1-6	 OPTION. Signals that this card is an
option card controlling the print
output.
12	 1 or 2. A 1 causes the mass properties
by module to be printed in the out-
put coordinate system requested on
the header card. A 2 r°a ysp the
mass property report described for
1 to be printed in addition t.l4 the
mass properties report containing
4	 modules in the input coordinate
system (inst.ead of in place of the
regular report).
18	 Blank or 1. 1 causes -the di spF_rs o•,
by modules to be i.nc°! ^^ded ^ n thy-
report.
Using multiple executions MPES can creat a and/or update
any number or Basic Data Sets and then ^=>	 nci to c.alctilations
for events using the updated tape. 4 "CHANGE" card be-f*o e
L' the Event cards indicates that the new tape is to be used
for :basic data.
	
The RUNID card is the key for. finking a set
of Event cards to the correct Basic Data Seta Examples of
multiple executions are in figures 6- 8 through 12.	 Control
.. card formats are in Table 6..6,
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W—CN SETUP F0,R PROuRAVI MPES Multiple Execution	 PACya NO, .:LO .I .,..5
(Jack of dcrh)
N
(7/8 ASG U	 Vxxxx.x..	 reef	 .c 	 .t.^	 r, .	
1
7/8 ASG G = OUTPUT (output tape)f
3
• t (7/8 ASG E = Vxxxxx C nput tape
./8 ASG X = VxxxxPCF tape)
.7 RITN
(Fmijt of d och )
FZGURE 6. 8 mpES Multipl^ Execution Deck Set Up
r
7DECK SETUP FOR PROGRA M XPE S blultigle Execution	 PAGE n4. 20F_^ _.
(Back of deck)
(7/8 Eor
a
FVF.tJT ^?:r,^ TnnL
I_J,	 -.
I7 C. S TUP FOR PROGRAIN MPES Multiple Execution=	 PAGE i.40. 3 ..0F 5 _0
'a
(Pock of d.-,c4)
(7485 ASG R - COEFFS Ccoefficients)
(7/8S ASG G	 102 (output tape)
' (7/8 S ASG F	 ]'0 (inpL t tape)
7/8; A8G X
	 Vxxxxx (PCF tape)
r,
f
(7/8 RAN, 4	 '
(Front of dock)
x
FIGURE 6.10 MPES Multiple.kecution Deck Set Up (Continued)
f
F 32
1 {
1
DECK SETUP FOR ^ PROGRAM MPES Aultiple Execution	 F[^C^ NO, 4C)=—
(Dock of dec{c)
SAVE
UP update cards
UP
TAPE
RUNID
9
7/8 XQT MPES
r
EXIT
SAVE
BASIC Data Set
CARDS
CHANGE
RU,NID
7/8 XQT MPES
END
SAVE
_BASIC Data .Set
a	 (Frori4 of docks
FIGURE 6.11 MPES Multiple Exeeution Deck Set up (Continued)
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Uf:C;C S2 7 !,P FOR P;',0 , 4U	 Multiple Execution	 PAGE 1M. R 5 OF5_
(Bock of dtc!:)
/8 E'd
EVENT Cards
TAPE
(CHANGE
RUNID
7/8' XQT MPES
EVENT Cards
TAPE
(/CIIANGE,
RUNID s
f
(7/8 XQT MPES
^XIT
S AVE
i
^. .
	
UP	 update cards
6
UP
RLNID
(tl nnf o f
 do--L)
FIGURE 6.12 MPES Multiple Exedfition Deck Set Up (Continued)
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,a	 ^Q1y1n.
1-2
z 3
L
4
5
f
1
TABLE 6.5 - EVENT DESCRIPTION SETS
gA]ID 
=- 
v_eg^_aPt^SII_ sii
gQ^oat	 pe^c^i^t^on
Output coordinate system. T is the
tank Coordinate system. 0 is the
orbiter coordinate system.
B lank or "P" or "L". A "P" or "L"
causes depletion tables to be
printed for the OMS, ET's, and
SKB propellants if the proper XX
cards are input. (See section
3.2.':.) "L" causes the depletion
table generated above to be
written to tape unit M.
Not used.
Blank or "T". A "T" causes the next
loose equipment entry to be read
from the TEL tape into items 153
and 154.
6	 Blank or "A". "A ll causes this event
to be included in The Abbreviated
Report.
:.	 7-72	 Mission Title. This title need not
not be given on each set of cards.
6s
The 1rst title given will be used
t
until a new title is read.
JC
t
^-
j} t
t
^ugn	 Format	 pescpiptjon
^.	 1-12
	
Event Title. Printed left justified
beneath mission title. The first X
12 characters are used for event
names on TEL and Fluid Budget
`	 Report.
,.	 Consumable Cards (C)
L Q011ma gormat pesuiption
1 "C."	 Identifies the card as a
consumable card.	 (Maximum of 5
per event)
2-72 Free field	 Consumable sequence number, either
200 or 300 series items, followed
t by the delta weight.
Sun Cards	 (S or A)
(Maximum of 5 per event)
Q"a n Format pesrription
1 "S or A."	 Identifies this card as a
gum card.
2-4 Z3 Sequence numbers which are to be
summed.	 Three digit, right justified.
~
5-8 I4 Ranges are designated in the following
^, manner:	 b003-010.
b017-021-025 is not allowed.
b017-014 is not allowed.
a.,
_'r '6-36
9-12 14 Same as 5-8
.. etc. i
Propellant Depletion Cards	 (Xx)
Column Foa^st Description
-2 "XY."	 Identifies this card as a
depletion card.
.. 6-8 I3 Sequence number of propellant to be
`	 depleted.
11-20 F10.0 Consumable starting weight.
21-30 F10.0 Consumable decrement weight,
.. 31-40 F10.0 Stop weight.
4
v
1 4
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r
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TABLE 6.6 - CONTROL CARDS FOR CREATING/UPDATING
BASIC DATA SET$
'M4
4
u
i
C0-12Ags Identification
1-4 EXIT.	 This card is used to end the
updating of addition of a new basic
data to a tape.
1-5 FIRST.	 This card is used to initially
create a MAPSYS input data tape and
a coefficients data tape.	 Used on
an Initialization run only.
1-4 SAVE.	 This card is used to save a
file of basic data on the output.
1-5 RUNID.
7-24 Identification of Run.	 This card
identifies the mission number
associated with the Basic Data
Set or event cards that follow the
RUNID card.	 Used in all types of
jobs as the first card in a data
set.
1-4 TAPE.	 This card is used to signal
that data is to be read from an
input tape for updating or cal-
culations.
2-7
1-3	 END. This card signals the end of
initially creating an update data
tape. Used with Initialization
run only.
6-38
4
i {
r.
'	 Columns	 Identification
	
1-6
	
CHANGE. This card will switch the
output unit for a multiple execution
job so that the newly created out-
put tape. Used on multiple execution
.,	 Types 2 and 4 and Types 3 and 4.
The change card is an optional card.
The chauge card is read only in as
standard run job; i.e., if either
Type 1 or Type 2 was executed first
and Type 3 followed, the change
card is used. If Type 3 is a one-
time execution, no change is
required.
	
1-5	 CARDS. This card is used to append
new files to an output tape.
Previous files will be copied
first, and then the new files will
be added.
ti.
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TABLE 6.7	 MPES REPORTS
sequential-Mass-Prop2&tj
This report lists the,mass properties totals and
subtotals by module for both the com ^lete vehicle 	 (WET)	 and
for the vehicle without fluids 	 (DRY)	 it also lists the
principal axis and principal moments for the complete
vehicle as well as the wet and dry uncertainties.	 This
report is printed in English and metric units.
Consumable ReR2Lt-IE2E-2A2k-Mftt)-
Fluids item numbers 100-199 which are included in an
event have their current weights listed along with their
names.	 Trapped fluids	 (items 171-182)	 are added to their
associated tanks.
	
This report is printed in English and
metric units.	 A maximum of 45 consumables are allowed in
this.'report	 ( 57 items total).
Consumed FIg ids Re port	 (o ptional each event)
--	 ----------------------------- — -
 aY
All fluids changed by "C oo cards are listed with the
change to their weight. The previous, present and next
event weights for the total vehicle are also listed.
Basic Data Items -in
-
 Sum 
-
ieach
-
 event l
All items included in an event along with their mass
properties and dispersions are listed. This is a useful
debugging aid to see which itczs are included and whether
their properties are correct.
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t".
The mass properties or the vehicle are listed as
propellents are depleted , as dictated, by' 'I XX" cards. This is
useful when relatively large burns will effect the mass
properties significantly between events. This report may by
option be written to tape. English and metric versions of
the report are generated. Up to 50 lines can be generated
in this report..
	 r
Eauinment_Transfer_ Sum maries^jAt_end_of_runL
If any items with item numuers 200-299 are included in
an event, their names and mass properties along with the
event title will be included in this report. This is a
summary of al-1 these items as they are added or dropped
between events for ease of tracking. This report is also
printed in English and metric units.
x
Aepletion_Seguence_jOptional. each ev_entt
Z•	
a
i
e
t
F luid_Hudget_Sgu2rt_jAt end_of_runl
This report gives the remaining weights of 20 different
fluid types for Each event. A list of the 20 types with the
item numbers included in each follows
Tyna_Fluc^i	 Item Number included
MTSC
OMS FU.
OMS OX.
RCS FWD
RCS AFT
113 -131, 154
132,	 134, 144,	 171,	 173,	 175
133,	 135, 145,'172,
	
174,	 176
146,	 147, 177,	 178
148-151, 179-182
6-41
WATER POT 111,	 112,
WATER WASTE 108-112
WATER HYD 164,	 167,	 168
GN2 155
G102 156
L02 160,	 161
LH2 162,	 163
NH3 101,	 102
APU: N2H4 157-159
Orbiter Fuel 152
Orbiter OX 153
ET LH2 165
ET L02 166
SRB LEFT 169
SRB RIGHT 170
This report is printed in English and metric units.
ekhrviat2 !LEtg2jj-jjj-2ajr------	 -2t-LaaL
This report contains the event description and a line
of total mass properties for all even'ts that have an "A ll in
the 6th column of the Event Option card. This allows the
user to obtain a single report with the totals of
significant events without the bulk of the detailed reports.
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7.0 UPTEL USERS GUIDE
The UPTEL program is used to process data tapes from
SLAHTS describing the distribution of loose equipment into a
data tape for input into MPES with loose equipment massi
.^	 properties for different times in a mission. To do this in
an orderly manner UPTEL will maintain three data bases on
two magnetic tapes.
The original SLAHTS data tape will contain distribution
information for the launch, orbit and return phases of a
_	 mission. It will also have 100 blank records for keeping
the LOCATION data base. This information is not available
from SLAHTS and must be added initially from cards. The
original SLAHTS tape will have only one "orbit" phase.
UPTEL wia.l have the capability to add additional on-orbit
phases with cards as well as editingexisting SLAHTS data..
An execution of UPTEL will create new edited data tapes
which may be used for subsequent executions of UPTEL.
The MPES tape wilt not exist on an initial execution.
An option on the 11TEL" cord will indicate that there is no
MPES tape. otherwise, all Piles on the MPES tape will be
copied to the new MPES tape except for the one with the same
RUNID which will be written as it is calculated by UPTEL.
The RUNID on the "UPTEL" card must match exactly the RUNID
used in MPES.
The Control Card Deck Setup is shown in figure 7.1 and
the UPTEL deck setup is shown in figure 7.2. Figures 7.3, u
are the, card formats.
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'R CEDING PA04 HLAn
 ,NOT F11,liB^
t
UPTEL Control Cards 	 1	 1DECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM
	
	 PAGE NO. ..._.OF-
(Back of dock)-
	
7/8 EOF	
_._.
STOP
UPTEL Data Deck
.	 7/8 XQT UPTEL
k.	 REL X
IN X
TRW X
7/8 XQT CUR
7/8 ASG-D=SAVE (New MPES Tape)
(7/8 ASG C=Vxxxxx (Old MPES Tape, Optional)
7/8 ASG B= NEW -(Updated Loose Equipment. Tape)
7/8 ASG A= Vxxxxx (Loose Equipment Tape)
7/8 ASG X=Vxxxxx (Program Tape)
€	 7/8 RUN
(Front of dock)
FIGURE 7.1 UPTEL Control Card Deck Set Up
7-2
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fDECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM UPTEL
	
PAGE NO. ..._OF
(Bach of deck) 	 c
.:k
M
STOP	 (Last Data Set Mark)
On-orbit data sets
NEW (Create New On Orbit File)
One Data Set	 S
l
On-Orbit 1 Change Deck	 (Change On Orbit 1 File)	 j
j
Update deck for launch-orbit-return
TEL	 NEW (Start TEL Updates and Create New MPES Tape)
Other Update Cards
Location C NAME X Y 2
Updates
L( Loc	 (Start Location Updates)
UPTEL TEST RUNID (Lead Card with Runid)
Y^
7/8 Control Cards
( Front of d*ck)
FIGURE .7.2 UPTEL Deck Set-Up
Contents
Single Card Switches
11-5
t
7-26
1-3
1-3
7-9
4
1-4
1-4
C
A5
A18
A3
A3
A3
A4
A4
"UPTEL" marks start of deck
Run ID for 5APSYS
"LOC I' marks location update deck
"TEL" marks start of TEL updates
"NEW" indicates that there is no MPES
tape input
"S" marks end of data set updates
"STOP" marks end of run
1-3 A3 "NEW" indicates that all following
additional on-orbit changes are to
be applied to the old Launch-Orbit-
Return data set rather than to the
old edited on-orbit data sets.
b	 d t	 tI 	 S OptlOn must	 a use	 O Grea e
-additional on-orbit changes to an
original SPIMS data tape
toga tioq_Q pd a te_gird
1' Al "A",	 "C", or "D" for add, change or
3
delete
_. 2-7 A6 Stowage location
8-10 .3'X Filler
11-20 F10.2 X	 c. g. coordinate
	
21-30	 F10.2	 Y c. g. coordinate
	31-40	 F10.2	 Z c. g. coordinate
2
Figure 7.3 UPTEL Card Formats 	
yy
7-4
Column FQrnat Contegts
Header Update _Cards
u
_ 1 Al "All	 RI C O# , or "D" add, change or delete1
-.. 2- Al "211 for header
	 j
3-14 All I+.em number
R^ 15-44 A30 Drawing number
45-64 A20 Part number
65-70 F6 . 2 '	 C'urrent weight
71-72 I2 operational quantity
73-74 I2 Payload quantity
^. Det^l_^pdate Cui:ds
1 Al "A", "C", or "D" add, change or delete
2 Al "3" = Launch-Orbit -Return update
t
10411 = Additional Qn-Orbit update
r' 3-14 All Item number
15-16 12 Sequential detail record number
Y:
x 17-22 A6 Stowage location
r ^. 23-24 I2 Quantity stowed here
25 Al Time Code;	 L = Launch
0 = orbit
8 = Return
{ NOTE:, Unneeded fields are ignored.	 Blank Fields for change
L cards are not changed.
4
t
f Figure 7 . 4	 UPT'EL Card Formats
t
t r
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